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Commissioning for Image Documentation

- Subject (what, when, where):

- Type of presentation / which aspects must be shown:

- Commissioned resolution:

a. Print up to 30 x 40 cm

b. 30 x 40 cm and larger

- Requested number of motifs, approx.:
- Delivery until:
- agreed rights of use for the purchased images:

- Flat Fee for creation, costs, rights to use 5 images, net (+ VAT):

- Place + date + signature Sven Paustian:

- Place + date + name / company + signature of the client who has read through
both sides of the assignment and accepts them, as well as the terms and
conditions:

- This assignment lists the flat fee for the production of the images, for covering
the costs incurred and for purchasing the rights of use (their type + scope) for 5
motifs
- After the images have been selected by the client, the additional motifs
purchased by him will also be listed in the final invoice, along with the rights of
use acquired
- Only those services and rights of use that are listed in this order and the invoice
are purchased and agreed
- As a matter of principle, the customer sends the photographer receipts of the
publications (printed matter) for his archive
- The photographer may use the images and their publications, especially for the
purpose of self-promotion and exhibitions, he himself retains all rights of use to
the images
- The transfer of the rights of use from the client to third parties (licensing) is only
permitted to the extent specified on this order. The transfer of the rights of use,
in particular to manufacturers, trading companies, service providers, craft
businesses, etc. for their advertising purposes and for their PR (press work +
public relations, such as company magazines) is initially not permitted and
must be clarified with the photographer
- The transfer of rights of use to organizers of architecture competitions is
permitted, provided that the images are published exclusively in connection
with the respective competition and always include the following copyright
note: "© Sven Paustian“, placed near the image, especially for online
publications
- In the case of print publications such as books or catalogues, it may also be
suﬃcient if the copyright note is listed in the image directory
- In case of doubt, please forward requests from third parties about the use of
the images to me: I'll take care of it
- The online rights generally apply initially for 5 years from the delivery date and
can be extended
- Publications of the images always with “© Sven Paustian” near the image,
especially for online publications
- Downloads of the images on the Internet (eg with a button) are not permitted
- Subsequent payments for non-agreed uses are made on the basis of the
commonly used MFM list (Mittelstandsgemeinschaft Foto-Marketing) and the
conditions specified in my terms and conditions under www. svenpaustian.com

